10 good reasons to specify
SOPREMA membranes
1 Superior performances

6 Minimum maintenance

SOPREMA standard polymer modified bitumen membranes
are elastic, or plastic, ensuring full recovery - from stress
down to -20°C, without cracking - as well as high temperature
resistance.

2 Resistance to ageing

SOPREMA’s self-protected cap sheets completed with slate
chippings, require only yearly inspection, as well as occasional
maintenance for a theoretical service life of 30 years!
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SOPREMA uses carefully blended bitumen which is not
prematurely aged by oxidation even in extreme conditions.
A proof of its reliability.

3 No skimping on polymers

SOPREMA products have been used across the
world for more than 100 years from northern Canada
to the heat of Arabia and tropical areas. On roofs,
roof gardens, basements, reservoirs and bridges.
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The percentage of polymers in bitumen is critical,
so SOPREMA blends the optimum polymeric
content for performance, workability and quality.
Users should avoid using membranes with a low polymeric content
when they do not meet any British, French or European standards.

4 Easier to install
The “FLAM” range provides a thermofusible film to
improve bonding if blow-torching techniques are used.
Thanks to the SOPREMA torch-kit, the roofer can work
standing up. Application options include pour and roll,
mechanically fixed, hot air or self-adhesive. Select the
right method or combination of methods for your job.

5 Aesthetic appeal
Cap sheets protected with slate chippings are available in 8
finishes + Copper, Aluminium and Stainless steel. SOPREMA
roofs blend in with thee surrounding architectural design.

International experience

Service
With the SOPREMA marketing, technical and distribution
facilities, assistance is readily available to specifiers and contractors.
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Fully insured
SOPREMA’s waterproofing membranes benefit from
extensive guarantees provided by Europe’s largest insurance
companies to bring you peace of mind wherever you are.

10 Approved contractor network
Roofing contractors are closely evaluated before being authorised
to offer insured guarantees; close partnership is maintained
with Approved Contractors to ensure the highest standards

14 rue de Saint-Nazaire - BP 60121
67025 strasbourg Cedex 1 - FRANCE
Phone : +33 (0)3 88 79 84 84 - Fax : +33 (0)3 88 79 84 85
export@soprema.com - www.soprema.com

Export Department DC-10/061-EN New

International Certifications

SOPREMA SAS with a capital of 51 550 000 €. Headquarters: 14 rue de Saint-Nazaire - BP 60121 - 67025 STRASBOURG Cedex 1. RCS: 485 196 877.
SOPREMA reserves the right, according to the evolution of its knowledge and techniques, to modily the composition and the utilization conditions of its materials and consequently their prices, without prior notice. Therefore, all orders will be
accepted only in accordance with the conditions and technical specifications in force on the day the order is received.

